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MUKI paving:
The product line

MUKI is an active lighting pavement system made of concrete, glass and LED lights combining creativity and 
humor. MUKI has many variations in function which makes it applicable as moodlighting, lighting marker or 
directive point, even as a game or digital screen. The mottoes are: coexistence, play and natural activity.

The items of the product line, from the smallest to the biggest part:
S - miniMUKI, M - MUKI_pix, L - MUKIline, XL - MUKIdeluxe, XX - MUKIpro
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miniMUKI

The smallest family member is miniMUKI, which can be fitted into 
general small cobble stone systems. The totally waterproof structure 
is suitable for use in public and private spaces as a design element, 
directive point or signal. Simple graphic forms can add different 
mood and function (icon, text, ornament).
The product can also be ordered with fluorescent graphics instead of 
active lighting.

Reference works

Budapest, 24 Kazinczy street, Centrál Udvarház, 2014

Budapest, Dob street, OFF-Biennále/ Beton Workshop, 2015
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MUKI_pix

MUKI_pix can be fitted  to any general paving system in outdoor 
and indoor design (floor and wall). The optional lighting mechanism 
can be constant or combined with a motion sensor  generating  
interactivity and game.

Reference works

Monor, Urban developement competition: interactive pavement in public spaces, 2012
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MUKIline

MUKIline is a modular pavement system which offers static mood 
lighting with LED technology. Its linear graphic design is simple, but 
makes spectacular appearance in both floor and  wall design. The 
waterproof construction makes  its use possible  in  garden, terrace, 
bathroom or a kitchen’s paving as well.

Reference works

Budapest, Németvölgyi street, bathroom of a house, 2013



MUKIdeluxe

A concrete pavement system workings as digital screen, which can 
show pixel based graphics/pictures. The lighting mechanism can 
be constant or play simple animations. You can use it to display 
informations, for communication or even advertising. The moving 
lights will catch people’s eyes and may also invite to interaction.

Reference works

Kalef - Budapest, clock of Széll Kálmán square, 2015
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MUKIpro

A completely personalized product  from our concrete design 
pavement family which responds to all of your needs and wishes. 
These individual elements can contain all of the feasible features 
you choose. Make it your perfectly individualized concrete design 
element and be sure to  get what you really need!

Reference works

Budapest, Dohány street, memorial wall, 2014
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